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Quinnipiac University is committed to providing an environment free from gender-based discrimination and harassment. Consistent with its commitment to addressing gender-based misconduct, the university complies with Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, which prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex in educational programs or activities that receive federal financial assistance. As such, Quinnipiac University is dedicated to fostering a healthy and safe environment in which members of the community can realize their full potential in an educational, working and living environment free from all forms of gender or sex discrimination and sexual misconduct.

Quinnipiac seeks to ensure that no student, faculty or staff member is excluded from participation in or denied the benefits of any university program or activity on the basis of sex. This includes all university activities, including, without limitation, academic, athletic, campus life, residential life programs and all aspects of employment. Students, faculty or staff who believe they have been subjected to or witnessed gender-based misconduct are encouraged to report these incidents. As discussed below, faculty, administration, athletic, human resources, public safety and student affairs staff are considered responsible employees under Title IX and are required to immediately report any incidents of sexual violence they observe. Upon receiving a report, the university will respond promptly, equitably and thoroughly. In addition, the university will take steps to prevent the recurrence of the misconduct and correct its effects, if appropriate.

Specifically with respect to athletics, the university is committed to the equitable treatment of male and female student-athletes. This includes, but is not limited to, equitable allocation of athletic participation opportunities, scholarships and benefits. The contact person in Athletics for Title IX inquiries is Sarah Fraser, deputy athletic director.

Prohibitions against discrimination and harassment do not extend to statements and written materials that are germane to the classroom or academic course of study.

When a respondent is found to have violated this policy, serious sanctions will be used to reasonably ensure that such actions are never repeated and steps will be taken to correct any discriminatory effects to the extent possible. This policy has been developed to reaffirm these principles and to provide recourse for those individuals whose rights have been violated. This policy is intended to define community expectations and to establish a mechanism for determining when those expectations have been violated.

This policy is lengthy and detailed because the university takes these issues and its legal obligations very seriously. Any Quinnipiac community member who has questions about the policy or the grievance procedures should seek clarification from the university’s Title IX coordinator.

• Pregnant and Parenting Student Modifications (http://catalog.qu.edu/university-policies/pregnant-parenting-policy/)

Notice of the Title IX Coordinator

The university’s Title IX coordinator manages the university’s compliance with Title IX. The Title IX coordinator is a resource available to anyone seeking information or wishing to file a complaint. When a student, faculty or staff member, or other participant in the university’s programs and activities feels that they have been subjected to discrimination on the basis of sex in any university program or activity, including without limitation being subjected to sexual harassment, they may contact the Title IX coordinator or utilize the Title IX grievance procedures to bring concerns forward for the purpose of obtaining a prompt and equitable resolution.

The Title IX Discrimination and Harassment Policy is intended to define university standards and to outline the investigation and grievance processes.

The University Title IX Coordinator is:

Brittany Swett
Interim Title IX Coordinator
275 Mount Carmel Avenue, CCE-180
Hamden, CT 06518
brittany.swett@quinnipiac.edu
203-582-7757

Deputy Title IX coordinators are designated and trained to address Title IX concerns and investigations.

Deputy Title IX Coordinator for faculty, staff and vendors:

Joanna Wayton
Talent Acquisition & HR Projects Specialist
513 Mount Carmel Avenue, MC-7, OF-HMN
Hamden, CT 06518
joanna.wayton@qu.edu
203-582-7738

Deputy Title IX Coordinator for athletics:

Sarah Fraser
Deputy Director of Athletics
275 Mount Carmel Avenue, RWA-275C
Hamden, CT 06518
sarah.fraser@qu.edu
203-582-8090
**Amendment of Title IX Policies and Procedures**

Where appropriate and with prior notice where applicable, these policies and grievance procedures may be modified or amended by the university Title IX coordinator.

**Confidential Resources**

On-campus resources are available that can provide confidentiality, sharing options and advice without any obligation to inform other university staff members unless requested. Such on-campus confidential resources include Counseling Services, Student Health Services and/or Religious Life and other designated resources. Additionally, community members can seek out assistance from an off-campus crisis center, which can maintain confidentiality. Faculty members and other university staff are not confidential resources and are required to contact the university Title IX coordinator or a deputy coordinator.

**Quinnipiac Confidential Resources for Students**

- Counseling Services — 203-582-8680
- Student Health Services — 203-582-8742
- Religious Life — 203-582-8257
- Peter C. Herald House for Jewish Life — 203-582-8206

**Off-Campus Confidential Resources**

- Connecticut Sexual Assault Crisis Services 24-hour confidential hotline — 1-888-999-5545
- Women and Families Center/Meriden — 203-235-9297
- Women and Families Center/New Haven — 203-389-5010
- Rape Crisis Center of Milford — 203-878-1212
- Rape, Abuse and Incest National Network crisis hotline — 1-800-656-HOPE
- Rape, Abuse and Incest National Network online hotline — hotline.rainn.org/online (https://hotline.rainn.org/online/)
- The Umbrella Center for Domestic Violence Services — 203-736-9944
- BHcare — 203-736-2601

Students who wish for the university to conduct a formal investigation into an allegation under Title IX must sign a formal complaint with the Title IX Office. Reports that are made anonymously or by third parties may not formally initiate grievance procedures as such.

The university reserves the opportunity to undertake an investigation where appropriate, even in cases where the university received an anonymous report or where the alleged victim and/or complainant chooses not to cooperate or participate. When weighing a complainant’s request for confidentiality, to end an investigation and/or to not seek disciplinary action, the university will consider factors which may include the following: a risk of future acts of sexual violence; whether the reported sexual violence was allegedly perpetrated with a weapon; the age of the student subjected to the sexual violence; and whether the university possesses other means to obtain relevant evidence.

The university has a duty to report data about various forms of sexual misconduct in accordance with the Jeanne Clery Disclosure of Campus Security Policy and Campus Crime Statistics Act (Clery Act). No personally identifiable information is disclosed, but statistical information is disclosed as part of the university’s annual Campus Security Policy & Campus Crime Statistics Report. The information to be shared includes the date, location (residence hall, public property, off campus, etc.) and specific crime category.

Whether the incident occurred on or off campus, community members are encouraged to report sexual assault and other incidents of harassment to local police. Quinnipiac’s Department of Public Safety can assist community members who wish to make a report to police. Electing not to report an incident to the police will not impact the university’s investigation or Title IX grievance process. If a complainant is a minor, according to Connecticut state law, the university will make a report to the appropriate law enforcement agency.

To contact a local police department, contact Public Safety for assistance, or call:

- Hamden Police Department — 203-230-4000
- North Haven Police Department — 203-239-5321 ext. 224
- New Haven Police Department — 203-781-8200
- Connecticut State Police, Troop I — 800-956-8818 or 203-393-4200

If a community member decides not to file a complaint with the university, the university encourages the community member to seek out the available medical and mental health resources listed above. Community members who wish to make a complaint at a later date may contact any of the staff mentioned above at any time. Please note that a delay in reporting could affect the university’s ability to gather information that could be needed to determine whether a person is responsible for sexual misconduct or gender-based discrimination.

**Amnesty**

Members of the university community may be reluctant to report incidents because of concerns that their own behavior may be a violation of university policies. The university will not pursue disciplinary action against students for disclosure of personal consumption of alcohol or other drugs where the disclosure is made in connection with a good faith report or investigation of sexual misconduct. The university may initiate an assessment or educational discussion or pursue other non-disciplinary options regarding alcohol or other drug use.

**Responsible Employees and Reporting**

The university deems the Title IX coordinator, all faculty, administration, athletic, human resources, public safety, student affairs and student paraprofessional staff (resident assistants & orientation leaders under contract) as “responsible employees” of the university. A responsible employee is required to report any incidents of sexual violence, harassment or discrimination promptly to the university Title IX coordinator or deputy coordinator. Prompt reporting of such incidents makes investigation of the incident more effective and enhances the ability of the university to respond.
When reporting sexual harassment or discrimination, the Title IX coordinator or deputy coordinator will guide you in providing an initial report.

**Privacy and Confidentiality**

The university will make every effort to maintain the privacy of those involved in Title IX complaints and related processes. Only people who have a legitimate need to know about the matter will be informed, and materials and information prepared or acquired under Title IX procedures will be shared only as required and/or necessary with investigators, witnesses and other relevant parties.

Disclosure of such information also may be made if the university’s Title IX coordinator determines that such disclosure is necessary to protect the health, safety or well-being of the community. While the university’s Title IX coordinator will take into account any requests made by a party for confidentiality or that a Title IX matter not be investigated, the university’s Title IX coordinator will take appropriate steps to respond to the matter consistent with requirements of Title IX and the university’s obligation to the greater Quinnipiac community.

The university does not require, allow, rely upon, or otherwise use questions or evidence that constitute information protected under a legally recognized privilege, unless the person holding such privilege has waived the privilege.

**Retaliation**

The university will not tolerate any reprisals or retaliation that occur as a result of the good faith reporting of charges of sexual harassment or sex discrimination.

Neither the university nor other person may intimidate, threaten, coerce or discriminate against any individual for the purpose of interfering with any right or privilege secured by Title IX, or because the individual has made a report or complaint, testified, assisted or participated or refused to participate in any manner in an investigation, proceeding or hearing related to this policy.

Intimidation, threats, coercion or discrimination, including charges against an individual for code of conduct violations that do not involve sex discrimination or sexual harassment, but arise out of the same facts or circumstances as a report or complaint of sex discrimination, may constitute retaliation. Similarly, a report or formal complaint of sexual harassment, for the purpose of interfering with any right or privilege secured by this policy or related policies, may constitute retaliation.

**Statement Regarding Complaint and Grievance Procedures**

The complaint and grievance procedures contained herein have been developed to enable the university to receive, investigate and resolve complaints of discrimination on the basis of sex. These procedures are designed to provide a supportive process for individuals who report discrimination and to ensure a fair process for individuals who are accused of discriminatory conduct. Any Quinnipiac students, faculty or staff members who believe that they have been subjected to discrimination based upon sex in any university program or activity, that the university has failed to meet its Title IX obligations regarding equity in athletics, or that they have been subjected to sexual misconduct may bring such concerns to the attention of the university’s Title IX coordinator to obtain a prompt and equitable resolution. The university will make every effort to complete this process within 90 days of receiving a complaint.

The U.S. Department of Education, Office for Civil Rights (OCR) is the federal agency charged with enforcing compliance with Title IX. Anyone has the right to contact them directly.

Information regarding OCR can be found at:

Office for Civil Rights, 400 Maryland Avenue, SW, Washington, D.C. 20202-1100

- Customer Service Hotline: 800-421-3481 (TDD: 18339)
- Facsimile: 202-245-8392
- Email: ocr@ed.gov
- Website: ed.gov/ocr (https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/)

**Informal Complaints**

Students, faculty and staff may bring concerns to the university’s Title IX coordinator or deputy coordinator on an informal basis. Informal complaints may be made in situations where an individual is not interested in moving forward with a Title IX process, or where an individual is requesting more information about the process.

Where appropriate, the Title IX coordinator or designee will provide information about how to file a formal complaint, a summary of grievance procedures, and information about supportive measures. A student is not required to file a formal complaint in order to access supportive measures.

Complainants who are considering bringing a formal complaint may at any time meet with the university’s Title IX coordinator, deputy coordinator or designee who will discuss the matter and describe the grievance process.

The university Title IX coordinator has the authority to investigate allegations of discrimination prohibited by Title IX even absent the filing of a formal complaint, or after its subsequent withdrawal. The university has an obligation to the entire Quinnipiac community to take appropriate steps to prevent community members from being subjected to discrimination and sexual misconduct. As a result, there may be circumstances that will require the university Title IX coordinator to proceed with investigating a formal or informal grievance even if a complainant specifically requests that the matter not be pursued.

**Formal Complaints**

Upon receipt of a report related to this policy, the Title IX coordinator must promptly contact complainant to discuss the availability of supportive measures, consider complainant’s wishes with respect to supportive measures, inform complainant of the availability of supportive measures with or without the filing of a formal complaint, and explain to complainant the process for filing a formal complaint.

A formal complaint must be made in writing by the complainant or signed by the Title IX coordinator. The formal complaint must contain both an allegation of sexual harassment against a named respondent and a request that the university investigate the allegation of sexual harassment. At the time of filing a formal complaint, the complainant
must be participating in or attempting to participate in an education program or activity of the university.

A formal complaint may be filed with the Title IX coordinator in person, by mail or by electronic mail.

The university may consolidate formal complaints where the allegations arise out of the same facts.

### Dismissal of a Formal Complaint

If the conduct alleged in a formal complaint would not constitute sexual harassment as defined under the federal law and reflected in this policy, the university must dismiss the formal complaint.

The university must also dismiss a formal complaint that did not occur within the scope of the university's programs or activities, including complaints brought by individuals who are not currently participating in or attempting to participate in university programs or activities and complaints alleging conduct that did not occur against a person in the United States.

Such a dismissal does not preclude the university from responding to the allegation under other applicable university policies.

The university may dismiss the formal complaint or any allegations if at any time during the investigation or hearing: a complainant notifies the Title IX coordinator in writing that complainant would like to withdraw the formal complaint or any allegations therein, the respondent is no longer enrolled at or employed by the institution, or specific circumstances prevent the university from gathering evidence sufficient to reach a determination as to the formal complaint or allegations therein.

Upon dismissal of a formal complaint, the university must promptly send written notice of the dismissal and reason(s) therefor simultaneously to the parties. Either party can appeal from the university's dismissal of a formal complaint or any allegations therein using the Appeals procedure in this policy.

### Informal Resolution

At any time prior to reaching a determination regarding responsibility, the university may suggest to the parties the possibility of facilitating an informal resolution process, such as mediation, to resolve the formal complaint without the need for a full investigation and adjudication. If it is determined that an informal resolution may be appropriate, the Title IX coordinator or designee will consult with the parties.

Prior to facilitating an informal resolution to a formal complaint, the Title IX coordinator must provide the parties with written notice disclosing the sexual harassment allegations, the requirements of an informal resolution process, and any consequences from participating in the informal resolution process. Upon receipt of this document, complainants and respondents have five days to determine whether they consent to participation in the informal resolution.

The Title IX coordinator must obtain the parties' voluntary, written consent to the informal resolution process. Prior to agreeing to any resolution, any party has the right to withdraw from the informal resolution process and resume the grievance process with respect to the formal complaint. If a satisfactory resolution is reached through this informal process, the matter will be considered resolved. If these efforts are unsuccessful, the formal grievance process will continue.

Nothing in this section precludes a student from filing a complaint of retaliation for matters related to an informal resolution, nor does it preclude either party from filing complaints based on conduct that is alleged to occur following the university's facilitation of the informal resolution.

An informal resolution is not permitted to resolve allegations that an employee sexually harassed a student.

### Complaints Regarding Allegations of Gender Inequity in a University Program or Activity, Including Athletics

NOTE: Claims of sexual harassment are addressed separately. A separate grievance procedure is set forth for claims of sexual harassment and other related misconduct. See section on sexual harassment. ([http://catalog.qu.edu/university-policies/titleix-policy/harassmentanddiscriminationtext](http://catalog.qu.edu/university-policies/titleix-policy/harassmentanddiscriminationtext))

### Grievance Procedures for Formal (i.e., Written) Grievances

A formal grievance process is initiated when a complainant submits a written statement to the university Title IX coordinator alleging discrimination on the basis of sex in any university program or activity, including, without limitation, academic programs, athletics, campus life, residential life and all aspects of employment. In the statement, complainant is encouraged to request any relief sought from the university. Prompt submission of formal grievances is encouraged.

Complaints relating to athletics will be addressed by the deputy Title IX coordinator for athletics:

Sarah Fraser
Deputy Director of Athletics
275 Mount Carmel Avenue, RWA-275C
Hamden, CT 06518
sarahr.fraser@qu.edu

203-582-8090

Complaints relating to other university programs and activities will be addressed by the Title IX coordinator:

Brittany Swett
Interim Title IX Coordinator
275 Mount Carmel Avenue, CCE-180
Hamden, CT 06518
brittanyswett@quinnipiac.edu

203-582-7757
Upon receipt of a request for appeal, the Title IX coordinator will extend these deadlines. The accepted grounds for an appeal are:

- The complainant must submit the appeal letter within five business days of receiving the initial decision. The Title IX coordinator has the discretion to protect the privacy of involved parties.

If the grievance is not dismissed, the deputy coordinator will interview the individual who submitted the written statement. Depending on the circumstances, the deputy coordinator also may interview others with relevant knowledge, review documentary materials, and take any other appropriate action to gather and consider information relevant to the grievance.

The deputy coordinator or designee will determine whether there has been a Title IX violation using a preponderance of the evidence standard and will consult with other university offices as necessary in reaching a decision regarding the written grievance. The deputy coordinator or designee will prepare a written report setting forth findings, conclusions and recommended actions to be taken, if applicable. The university Title IX coordinator will receive a copy of the report. Complainant also will receive a copy of the report, redacted at the discretion of the Title IX coordinator to protect the privacy of involved parties.

In the event the deputy coordinator or designee determines that there has been a violation, a report will be presented to the provost of Quinnipiac University (hereinafter “provost”) or a designee. Upon notification of a violation, the provost, or a designee, will take appropriate action to ensure that the violation is remedied, prevent its recurrence and correct any discriminatory effects on complainant to the extent possible.

While the time it may take to investigate and resolve a Title IX grievance will depend on a variety of factors, including the nature and scope of the allegations, the university will resolve to grievance promptly.

Appeals for Equity Grievances

If the deputy Title IX coordinator or designee finds there was no violation of Title IX, the complainant may notify the university Title IX coordinator of an intent to appeal the decision within five business days of learning of the determination. The complainant must submit an appeal letter from their university email. The appeal letter should specify the grounds upon which the appeal is based and should include any supporting materials. The complainant must submit the appeal letter within five business days of receiving the initial decision. The Title IX coordinator has the discretion to extend these deadlines.

The accepted grounds for an appeal are:

- New evidence that was not reasonably available at the time the determination regarding responsibility or dismissal was made, that could affect the outcome of the matter;
- Procedural irregularity that affected the outcome of the matter;
- The Title IX coordinator, investigator(s), or decision-maker(s) had a conflict of interest or bias for or against complainants or respondents generally or the individual complainant or respondent that affected the outcome of the matter; or
- The sanction(s) assigned by the hearing officer did not adhere to the sanction guidelines stated in this policy.

Upon receipt of a request for appeal, the Title IX coordinator will designate a trained senior university staff member to serve as the appeal officer. If the appeal letter(s) does not bring forward sufficient grounds for appeal, the officer will deny the appeal and the matter will be closed.

If the appeal officer determines that the appeal should be considered, the appeal officer may:

- Affirm the deputy coordinator's decision. In this case, the initial decision is final; or
- Modify the deputy coordinator's decision and present a report with findings and recommendations to the provost or a designee. Upon receipt of the appeal officer's report and recommendations, the provost, or designee, will take appropriate action to ensure that any violation is remedied.

Definitions and Scope of Sexual Misconduct

Quinnipiac prohibits any form of sexual harassment and sexual misconduct, as defined by this policy.

**Sexual Harassment:** conduct on the basis of sex that satisfies one or more of the following:

1. An employee of the university conditioning the provision of an aid, benefit, or service of the university on an individual's participation in unwelcome sexual conduct;
2. Unwelcome conduct determined by a reasonable person to be so severe, pervasive, and objectively offensive that it effectively denies a person equal access to the recipient's education program or activity; or

**Sexual Assault:** An offense classified as forcible or nonforcible sex offense under the uniform crime reporting system of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Any sexual act directed against another person, without the consent of the victim including instances where the victim is incapable of giving consent. Sexual assault includes forcible rape, forcible sodomy, sexual assault with an object, forcible fondling, incest and statutory rape.

**Forcible Rape**—The carnal knowledge of a person, forcibly and/or against that person's will or not forcibly or against the person's will in instances where the victim is incapable of giving consent because of their temporary or permanent mental or physical incapacity.

**Forcible Sodomy**—Oral or anal sexual intercourse with another person, forcibly and/or against that person's will or not forcibly or against the person's will in instances where the victim is incapable of giving consent because of their youth or because of their temporary or permanent mental or physical incapacity.

**Sexual Assault With an Object**—To use an object or instrument to unlawfully penetrate, however slightly, the genital or anal opening of the body of another person, forcibly and/or against that person's will or not forcibly or against the person's will in instances where the victim is incapable of giving consent because of their youth or because of their temporary or permanent mental or physical incapacity.
Forcible Fondling—The touching of the private body parts of another person for the purpose of sexual gratification, forcibly and/or against that person’s will or not forcibly or against the person’s will in instances where the victim is incapable of giving consent because of their youth or because of their temporary or permanent mental or physical incapacity.

Incest—Nonforcible sexual intercourse between persons who are related to each other within the degrees wherein marriage is prohibited by law.

Statutory Rape—Nonforcible sexual intercourse with a person who is under the statutory age of consent.

Dating Violence: Violence committed by a person who is or has been in a social relationship of a romantic or intimate nature with the victim; and where the existence of such a relationship shall be determined based on a consideration of the length of the relationship, the type of relationship and the frequency of interaction between the persons involved in the relationship.

Domestic Violence: Includes felony or misdemeanor crimes of violence committed by a current or former spouse or intimate partner of the victim, by a person with whom the victim shares a child in common, by a person who is cohabitating with or has cohabitated with the victim as a spouse or intimate partner, by a person similarly situated to a spouse of the victim under the domestic or family violence laws of the jurisdiction receiving grant monies, or by any other person against an adult or youth victim who is protected from that person’s acts under the domestic or family violence laws of the jurisdiction.

Stalking: Engaging in a course of conduct directed at a specific person that would cause a reasonable person to fear for their safety or the safety of others, or suffer substantial emotional distress.

Statement on Consent

Consent is an active, knowing and voluntary exchange of affirmative words and/or actions which indicate a willingness to participate in a particular sexual activity. Consent must be freely and actively given. It is the responsibility of the initiator to obtain clear and affirmative responses at each stage of sexual involvement. The lack of a negative response is not consent. A person who is incapacitated by alcohol and/or drugs, whether voluntarily or involuntarily consumed, may not give consent. Neither consent to one form of sexual activity nor past relationships imply consent to future sexual activity.

Incapacitation is a state where a person lacks the capacity to understand or appreciate the fact, nature or extent of a sexual encounter.

- Sexual activity with a person who is demonstrably mentally or physically incapacitated (i.e., by alcohol or other drug use, unconsciousness or blackout) constitutes a violation of this policy.
- A person whose incapacity results from mental disability, sleep, involuntary physical restraint, or from the consumption (voluntary or otherwise) of incapacitating drugs cannot give consent.
- To give consent, a person must be of the legal age of consent. Under most circumstances, the age of consent in the state of Connecticut is sixteen. See Connecticut General Statutes § 46b-120, § 46b-127, § 46b-133d, § 53a-70, § 53a-71, and § 54-76b.
- Alcohol-related incapacity results from a level of alcohol ingestion that is more severe than impairment, being under the influence, drunkenness or intoxication.

Evidence of incapacity may be detected by physical cues, e.g., slurred speech, bloodshot eyes, the odor of alcohol on a person’s breath or clothing, inability to maintain balance, vomiting, unusual or irrational behavior, and unconsciousness. Context is important in helping to determine incapacitation. Any of these particular cues alone do not necessarily indicate incapacity.

Force is the use of physical violence and/or imposing on someone physically to gain sexual access. Force also includes threats, intimidation and coercion that overcomes resistance or produces consent.

Coercion is unreasonable pressure for sexual activity. Coercion is the use of emotional manipulation to persuade someone to do something they may not want to do, such as being sexual or performing certain sexual acts. Being coerced into having sex or performing sexual acts is not consenting sex and is considered sexual misconduct.

Jurisdiction

Quinnipiac University is legally required to investigate formal complaints of sex discrimination, including sexual harassment, occurring in the university’s educational programs or activities, against a person in the United States. Educational programs or activities include locations, events or circumstances over which the university exercised substantial control over both respondent and the context in which the sexual harassment occurs, and also includes any building owned or controlled by a student organization that is officially recognized by a post-secondary institution.

These policies and procedures shall be read to apply to any student, faculty member, staff member or third party who is presently participating or attempting to participate in a university program or activity. While complaints received will be investigated in accordance with this policy, complaints against students who have already withdrawn or graduated from Quinnipiac or against individuals who are no longer employed by the university will not be subject to Title IX grievance procedures.

Quinnipiac reserves the right to address, through the Student Code of Conduct or through university policies and procedures, incidents that occur off campus that may endanger the health, safety and welfare of self or others and/or adversely affect the university and/or the pursuit of its objectives.

Complaint Procedures for Sexual Misconduct

Any community members who believe they have been subject to sexual assault, sexual harassment or other sexual misconduct or has witnessed or learned of such an incident is encouraged to contact the university Title IX coordinator or a deputy coordinator directly. The Title IX coordinator ensures that complaints are handled by the appropriate deputy coordinator or designee for investigation, possible interim measures and resolution, and thereby ensures complainants have access to medical, mental health, law enforcement and other resources that may be required.

Preservation of Physical Evidence

The university encourages all individuals to seek assistance from a medical provider and/or law enforcement immediately after an incident of sexual misconduct. This is the best option to ensure preservation of evidence and to begin a timely investigative and remedial response. The university will assist any community member to get to a safe place and will provide medical assistance, coordination with law enforcement, and information about the university’s resources and complaint processes.
Handling of Complaints

Complaints against students, visitors and individuals not affiliated with Quinnipiac are addressed by the Title IX coordinator:

Brittany Swett, Interim Title IX Coordinator
275 Mount Carmel Avenue, CCE-180
Hamden, CT 06518
brittany.swett@qu.edu
203-582-7757

Complaints against faculty, staff and vendors are handled by the deputy Title IX coordinator for faculty and staff. The deputy coordinator for faculty and programs is:

Joanna Wayton, Talent Acquisition & HR Projects Specialist
513 Mount Carmel Avenue, MC-7, OF-HMN
Hamden, CT 06518
joanna.wayton@qu.edu
203-582-7738

In situations in which a complaint is filed against a community member who embodies more than one status at the university (i.e., community member is a student and an employee), the university Title IX coordinator has the authority to appoint investigators (possibly from different areas of the institution) and determine the grievance process for the reported incident (student, faculty or nonfaculty employee). The selected grievance process shall have the authority to make final determinations affecting all individual statuses at the university.

Protective Orders

Students, faculty, staff or third parties involved in Quinnipiac programs or activities should bring any protective orders to the Department of Public Safety. The university will assist in making any necessary accommodations.

Grievance Procedures

Members of the university community, guests and visitors have a right to be free from sexual harassment, violence and gender-based harassment. When an allegation of misconduct is investigated, and a responding community member is found to have violated this policy, serious sanctions may be used in an effort to ensure that such actions are not repeated.

Any attempts to violate this policy are considered sufficient for having committed the violation itself. The use of alcohol or other drugs will not be accepted as a defense or mitigating factor to a violation of this policy. These policies apply regardless of the complainant’s or respondent’s sexual orientation, sex, gender identity, age, race, nationality, religion or ability. Harassment or discrimination based upon an individual’s sexual orientation may be considered gender-based and be subject to this policy. Reasonable accommodations will be provided, as needed, to permit students with disabilities to utilize the procedures set forth herein.

Rights of Parties in a Title IX Process

• The right to a prompt, thorough, and equitable Title IX process.
• The right to be treated with respect by university staff throughout the process and the right to a Title IX coordinator, investigator, decision-maker and facilitator of an informal resolution process that does not have a conflict of interest or bias.
• The right to receive sufficiently detailed written notice of the allegations, upon the university’s receipt of a formal complaint.
• The right to confidentiality in any Title IX process, except as may be permitted by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), as required by law, or as necessary to carry out a Title IX proceeding.
• The right to discuss the allegations under investigation or to gather and present relevant evidence.
• The right to be notified of available counseling, mental and physical health services, and the availability of reasonable supportive measures.
• The right to receive written notice of any investigative interviews, meetings or hearings.
• The right to identify witnesses and other parties, and to request the Title IX coordinator or designee contact those individuals as part of the investigation.
• The right to have an adviser of choice present in a support or advisory role during the investigation and the administrative hearing.
• The right to report any incident to off-campus authorities and/or law enforcement and to be assisted by university staff in doing so.
• The right to have a live hearing, presided over by a trained and impartial hearing officer.
• The right to review all evidence gathered during the investigation, subject to limitations provided by law, including a draft copy of the report for at least 10 days, and to provide a response prior to the finalization of the report.
• The right to review all evidence that will be provided to the hearing officer, including the final report and the names of all known witnesses who may be called to provide statements during the administrative hearing, for 10 days prior to the hearing.
• The right to have the university request attendance and accommodate individuals called as witnesses for a hearing.
• The right to inspect the hearing script, upon request.
• The right to be present at and participate in the administrative hearing.
• The right to participate in the administrative hearing remotely, upon request.
• The right to ask relevant questions of the other party and of witnesses during the administrative hearing, through an adviser of choice.
• The right to be informed of the outcome and sanction of any administrative hearing within one business day of a decision being rendered, and to receive that decision in writing.
The right to appeal the finding and sanction of the hearing officer, in accordance with the appeal guidelines established in this policy.

Complainants in Title IX processes have the right to an investigation and appropriate resolution of all credible complaints of sexual misconduct, gender-based discrimination and/or harassment made in good faith to the university. Respondents have the right to be presumed “not responsible” throughout the Title IX process.

Standard of Evidence
The standard of evidence to be used to determine respondents’ responsibility is the preponderance of the evidence standard. This standard shall be used for formal complaints against both students and employees, including faculty, and to all formal complaints of sexual harassment.

Formal Investigation
If the Title IX coordinator determines that there is reasonable cause to pursue the complaint, a formal investigation will be initiated. The university has the burden of proof and the burden of gathering evidence sufficient to reach a determination regarding responsibility; the responsibility is not on the complainant or respondent. During the formal investigation, the Title IX coordinator or designated investigator will:

- identify at least one investigator to conduct the investigation. The Title IX coordinator may serve as an investigator if necessary;
- provide an equal opportunity for the parties to present witnesses, including fact and expert witnesses, and other inculpatory and exculpatory evidence;
- commence a thorough and impartial investigation by developing a strategic investigation plan, including a witness list, information list, intended investigation time frame, and order of interviews for all witnesses and respondent;
- provide parties with sufficiently detailed written notice of alleged conduct, including the identities of the parties involved in the incident, if known; the conduct allegedly constituting sexual harassment; and the date and location of the alleged incident, if known;
- provide parties whose participation is invited or expected with written notice of the date, time, location, participants, and purpose of all hearings, investigative interviews, or other meetings, with sufficient time for the party to prepare to participate;
- complete the investigation in a reasonably timely manner, without unnecessary deviation from the intended timeline;
- document and communicate to parties the source of any reasonable delays, including absence of a party, a party’s adviser or a witness; concurrent law enforcement activity; or the need for language assistance or accommodation of disabilities;
- compile a comprehensive summary of evidence, including both inculpatory and exculpatory evidence;
- provide both parties an equal opportunity to inspect and review any evidence obtained as part of the investigation that is directly related to the allegations raised in the formal complaint, including the evidence upon which the university does not intend to rely in reaching a determination regarding responsibility and inculpatory or exculpatory evidence whether obtained from a party or other source, so that each party can meaningfully respond to the evidence prior to the conclusion of the investigation;
- maintain communication with complainant and respondent on the status of the investigation and overall process.

Upon completing a draft investigative report, the investigator shall provide a copy to complainant, respondent and each party’s respective advisers. Copies of the report must be delivered simultaneously. Complainant and respondent may review the report for a period of up to 10 days and may provide the investigator with additional documentation, including but not limited to a written response to the contents of the report.

At the end of the review period or upon receipt of confirmation that parties are prepared to move forward, the investigator must incorporate any provided information into a final report.

Upon completing the final investigative report, the investigator must simultaneously provide copies to the complainant, respondent, and each party’s respective advisers.

Following the delivery of the reports, the Title IX coordinator or designee must schedule an administrative hearing for no less than 10 days after the date of delivery. Additional information, including responses to the report’s content, may be presented at any time prior to the commencement of an administrative hearing or at designated times during the hearing.

Supportive Measures
All parties in a Title IX process have a right to supportive measures. Supportive measures are non-disciplinary, non-punitive individualized services offered as appropriate, as reasonably available, and without fee or charge to complainant or respondent before or after the filing of a formal complaint or where no formal complaint has been filed. Such measures are designed to restore or preserve equal access to the university’s education program or activity without unreasonably burdening the other party, including measures designed to protect the safety of all parties or the university’s educational environment, or deter sexual harassment. Supportive measures may include counseling, extensions of deadlines or other course-related adjustments, modifications of work or class schedules, campus escort services, mutual restrictions on contact between the parties, changes in work or housing locations, leaves of absence, increased security and monitoring of certain areas of the campus, and other similar measures.

Emergency Removal of Students and Employees
The university may, in emergency circumstances, limit or prohibit a respondent from accessing campus during the Title IX investigative process. Prior to issuing an interim removal of a respondent, the Title IX coordinator or designee must:

- undertake an individualized safety and risk analysis, which determines whether the presence of respondent poses an immediate threat to the physical health or safety of any individual within the Quinnipiac community;
- provide respondent with notice of alleged conduct; and
- provide respondent with notice of removal and information about how to challenge the removal.
Respondents may challenge a removal in writing within 3 days of the removal. The Title IX coordinator or designee shall evaluate the emergency removal by considering 1) the possible threat to the physical health or safety of individuals within the Quinnipiac community and 2) the reliability of the available information about the reported incident.

**Administrative Leave of Employees**

The university may place a non-student employee respondent on administrative leave during the pendency of a Title IX investigative process.

**Title IX Administrative Hearing**

Upon dissemination of the final report, the Title IX coordinator or designee will schedule an administrative hearing.

A single trained and impartial hearing officer shall review all evidence and conduct a hearing pursuant to this policy. The hearing officer is responsible for determining whether, under a preponderance of the evidence standard, the respondent is responsible for the alleged conduct. If respondent is found responsible, the hearing officer shall assign appropriate sanctions in accordance with this policy and with other related conduct processes, as described in the Student Code of Conduct or in the Employee Handbook. The goal of the hearing is to provide a resolution through an equitable process, respecting the rights of all participants.

**Requirements for the Hearing Officer**

The hearing officer is an independent decision-maker who serves at the request of the Title IX coordinator. The hearing officer is responsible for conducting an administrative hearing, pursuant to an established hearing script. Through the administrative hearing, the hearing officer is required to objectively evaluate all relevant evidence, both inculpatory and exculpatory.

Any individual who serves as a hearing officer shall be trained annually pursuant to the training requirements under applicable state and federal law. The hearing officer is expected to serve impartially, avoiding prejudgment of the facts at issue, and be free of conflicts of interest and bias. Additionally, the hearing officer must avoid credibility determinations based on a person’s status as a complainant, respondent or witness.

**Scope of Hearing Officer’s Authority**

The hearing officer has the authority to adjudicate alleged violations of the Student Code of Conduct or the Employee Handbook that are related to the same incident under review, though may not be directly related to gender-based conduct.

**Advisers**

Advisers serve as a moral and emotional support for students during the grievance procedures and can assist with meeting preparation. Advisers are not permitted to advocate for a student or speak on their behalf during a hearing, except for the purpose of conducting a cross-examination on relevant evidence. Parties who are witnesses to the incident or are otherwise involved in the matter before the hearing officer cannot serve as advisers.

Parties who intend to conduct a cross-examination of the opposite party or any witnesses must bring an adviser to the hearing. If a party does not have an adviser, the university will, upon request, provide a trained adviser to conduct any cross-examinations.

A party who requires that the university provide an adviser should notify the Title IX coordinator in writing at least 48 hours before the hearing. The university reserves right to establish restrictions regarding the extent to which the adviser may participate in the proceedings, so long as the restrictions apply equally to both parties.

**Hearing Process**

The Title IX coordinator or designated investigator will meet with both complainant and respondent prior to the hearing to outline the hearing process and answer questions. Prior to the hearing, the Title IX coordinator or designated investigator will:

- prepare a final copy of the investigative report, including any evidence gathered during the course of the investigation, to be disseminated to the hearing officer, complainant, respondent, and each party’s adviser 10 days before the hearing;
- be available to both complainant and respondent to answer questions and address concerns with the process;
- schedule the administrative hearing, and select a hearing officer from the pool of eligible members based on availability and lack of conflict;
- contact witnesses and work to ensure their availability for the administrative hearing;
- arrange accommodations intended to limit contact between hearing participants (i.e., arranging accommodations in different rooms, setting up physical barriers in the hearing room);
- arrange accommodations intended to limit contact between hearing participants (i.e., arranging accommodations in different rooms, setting up physical barriers in the hearing room);

At the administrative hearing, the following individuals may be present:

- Hearing Officer
- Adviser for Complainant(s)
- Adviser for Respondent(s)
- Witnesses (only one at any one time)
- Title IX Coordinator and/or Deputy Coordinator (if not an investigator)
- University Counsel

The hearing officer will conduct the hearing in accordance with the hearing script. The script ensures that the parties have an opportunity to give opening statements, that the hearing officer has the opportunity to ask questions of all parties and witnesses, and that both parties have an opportunity to ask relevant questions through cross-examination.

Additionally, the hearing script ensures:

- all parties are introduced;
- all allegations are read; and
- respondent is provided an opportunity to plead “responsible,” “not responsible,” or decline to make a plea, for each allegation.

If any individual should become disruptive during the hearing, including witnesses and advisers, the hearing officer maintains the discretion to remove that individual from the hearing.

Once the hearing officer has heard all evidence, including opening statements and cross-examinations, and has had an opportunity to ask questions of parties, witnesses, and the investigator(s), the hearing
officer will deliberate privately to determine whether respondent is responsible for the alleged conduct.

After the hearing officer has made a decision, the hearing officer will reconvene with the hearing participants and will announce their conclusion. If respondent is found responsible for the alleged conduct, the hearing officer will commence the sanction phase of the hearing. If respondent is found not responsible for the alleged conduct, the hearing will end.

During the sanction phase of the hearing, the hearing officer will:

- accept optional impact statements from both parties, verbally and/or in writing;
- ask the Title IX coordinator or designee to disclose respondent’s past violations of the Code of Conduct or of the Employee Handbook, if any;
- ask the Title IX coordinator or designee for sanction parameters, as defined by university policy.

At the conclusion of the sanction phase, the hearing officer will deliberate privately. After a sanction decision is made, the hearing officer will reconvene with the participants of the hearing to announce the sanction decision and close the hearing.

After the conclusion of the hearing, the Title IX coordinator or designated investigator will meet with both parties separately and will answer any questions about the sanctions or any post-hearing requirements.

The hearing officer has two business days from the close of the hearing to produce a written decision letter to both parties. Once completed, the decision letter is delivered to the Title IX coordinator for simultaneous delivery to both parties.

Students needing accommodations may make requests through the Office of Student Accessibility. Employees needing accommodations may make requests through Human Resources.

Neither parties nor witnesses may use audio or video recording devices during a hearing. The university shall make an audiovisual recording, or transcript, of any live hearing and make it available to the parties for inspection and review.

Sanctions-only Hearing

Should respondent accept responsibility for alleged violations but disagree with the sanctions proposed by the Title IX coordinator, a sanctions-only hearing will be conducted. For a sanctions-only hearing, the hearing officer shall introduce the parties, read the charges, and ask any questions necessary for determining an appropriate sanction. Once the hearing officer has asked any necessary questions, the hearing officer will advance directly to the sanction portion of the hearing.

Cross-Examination

The hearing officer must permit each party’s adviser to ask the other party and any witnesses all relevant questions and follow-up questions, including those challenging credibility. Such cross-examination at the live hearing must be conducted directly, orally, and in real time by the party’s adviser of choice and never by a party personally.

At the request of either party, the university will provide for the live hearing to occur with the parties located in separate rooms with technology enabling the decision-maker and parties to simultaneously see and hear the party or the witness answering questions.

Only relevant cross-examination and other questions may be asked of a party or witness. Before a complainant, respondent or witness answers a cross-examination or other question, the hearing officer must first determine whether the question is relevant and explain any decision to exclude a question as not relevant. If a party does not have an adviser present at the live hearing, the university will provide an adviser of the university’s choice to conduct cross-examination on behalf of that party.

Questions and evidence about complainant’s sexual predisposition or prior sexual behavior are not relevant, unless such questions and evidence about the complainant’s prior sexual behavior are offered to prove that someone other than the respondent committed the conduct alleged by the complainant, or if the questions and evidence concern specific incidents of the complainant’s prior sexual behavior with respect to the respondent and are offered to prove consent.

If a party or witness does not submit to cross-examination at the live hearing, the hearing officer must not rely on any statement of that party or witness in reaching a determination regarding responsibility. The hearing officer cannot draw an inference about the determination regarding responsibility based solely on a party’s or witness’s absence from the live hearing or refusal to answer cross-examination or other questions.

Sanctions

All sanctions shall be designed to maintain complainant’s equal access to education programs or activities.

Sanctioning Guidelines for Students

- Students found responsible for violating this policy in regard to fondling, dating violence, domestic violence, or stalking will likely receive a sanction ranging from probation to expulsion, depending upon the severity of the incident and any previous violations of the Student Code of Conduct.
- Students found responsible for violating this policy in regard to sexual harassment that creates a hostile environment will likely receive a sanction ranging from an official reprimand to expulsion, depending upon the severity of the incident and any previous violations of the Student Code of Conduct.
- The hearing officer will sanction students found responsible for violations of the Student Code of Conduct not related to this policy in accordance with sanctions used in the general Student Conduct Process.

Sanctioning Guidelines for Employees

- Employees found responsible for violating this policy in regard to fondling, dating violence, domestic violence, or stalking will likely receive a sanction ranging from a written warning to termination, depending upon the severity of the incident and any previous violations of the Employee Handbook.
• Employees found responsible for violating this policy in regard to sexual assault that meets the definition of rape will likely be terminated from the university.

• Employees found responsible for violating this policy in regard to sexual harassment that creates a hostile environment will likely receive a sanction ranging from a written reprimand to termination, depending upon the severity of the incident and any previous violations of employment policies.

• The hearing officer may, at the discretion of Human Resources, issue sanctions for violations of the employment policies not related to this policy.

The hearing officer reserves the right to increase or decrease the recommended sanction guidelines listed above in the case of significant mitigating or aggravating factors. Neither the hearing officer nor the appeal officer will deviate from the guidelines listed above unless significant mitigating or aggravating factors exist. The hearing officer also reserves the rights to include additional sanctions, educational or otherwise.

Parental Notification of Students
Quinnipiac reserves the right to communicate with a parent or guardian of a student regarding any student conduct action taken by the university, in accordance with FERPA.

Appeals
After receiving notification of the hearing officer’s decision, or after receiving notification that the university dismissed a formal complaint or any allegation therein, both complainant and respondent have five business days to notify the Title IX coordinator of their intent to appeal the decision. A formal letter of appeal specifying the grounds upon which the appeal is based and supporting information must be submitted within five days of notification of the hearing officer’s decision or notification of dismissal. The Title IX coordinator has the discretion to extend the deadline for submission of a letter of appeal.

Sanction(s) imposed by the hearing officer will remain in effect while the appeal is pending. The letter of appeal specifies the grounds upon which the appeal is based, and how those grounds materially affected the outcome (responsibility or sanctions) of the original meeting.

The letter of appeal must be completed and signed by the student or submitted directly from the party’s Quinnipiac University email account. The appeal officer may request follow-up information from the investigator(s) or from either party, as necessary to make a fair determination.

Complainants or respondents who fail to attend the administrative hearing forfeit the right to request an appeal.

Both parties may appeal regarding the determination of responsibility, and from the dismissal of a formal complaint or any allegations therein, on the following bases:

• new evidence that was not reasonably available at the time the determination regarding responsibility or dismissal was made, that could affect the outcome of the matter;

• procedural irregularity that affected the outcome of the matter;

• the Title IX coordinator, investigator(s), or decision-maker(s) had a conflict of interest or bias for or against complainants or respondents generally or the individual complainant or respondent that affected the outcome of the matter; or

• the sanction(s) assigned by the hearing officer did not adhere to the sanction guidelines stated in this policy.

The university Title IX coordinator receives the request for an appeal. Upon receipt, the Title IX coordinator designates a trained university staff member to serve as the appeal officer. Both parties shall be given equal opportunity to submit a written statement in support of, or challenging, the outcome. If the appeal letter(s) does not bring forward sufficient grounds for appeal, the officer will deny the appeal.

If the appeal officer determines that the appeal should be considered, the appeal officer may:

• affirm the decision of the hearing officer. In this case, the initial decision is final;

• remand the matter for re-investigation or re-hearing, depending on which is necessary to absolve the grievance process of error or irregularity; and/or

• initiate a new Title IX administrative hearing.

Compliance with Sanctions and Accommodations
At the conclusion of the Title IX grievance process, the Title IX coordinator will be responsible for ensuring compliance with all assigned sanctions.

Introduction
Quinnipiac University welcomes and values students of all genders. The purpose of this guide is to provide trans-identifying and transitioning students with information and resources that promote an inclusive campus experience.

Content in the guide focuses on student and campus-related student experiences and resources. Some of the information may also be useful to alumni, staff and faculty.

Trans-identifying and transitioning faculty and staff are welcome to seek supplemental information from the Title IX Office or from the Office of Human Resources.

Discrimination and Harassment
Title IX Policy Against Gender-Based Discrimination and Sexual Misconduct
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 prohibits discrimination based on sex in educational programs and activities that receive federal financial assistance. To ensure compliance with Title IX and other federal and state laws, Quinnipiac University has developed policies that prohibit discrimination and misconduct on the basis of gender, such as sexual misconduct, sexual violence, sexual harassment, intimate partner violence, stalking and any other gender-based harassment or misconduct.

Quinnipiac University is committed to providing an environment free from all forms of gender or sex discrimination and sexual misconduct.

Members of the university community, guests and visitors have a right to be free from sexual harassment, violence and of gender-based discrimination and harassment. The policy is intended to define community standards and to outline the investigation and grievance process when those standards are violated.
These policies apply regardless of the complainant’s or respondent’s sexual orientation, sex, gender identity or expression, age, race, nationality, religion or ability. Harassment or discrimination based upon an individual’s sexual orientation may be considered gender-based and be subject to the policy. Also, prohibitions against discrimination and harassment do not extend to statements or written materials that are germane to the classroom or academic course of study.

**Reporting Harassment or Discrimination Based on Sexual Orientation, Gender Expression, or Gender Identity**

Students who believe they have experienced or witnessed an incident of discrimination or harassment should immediately contact the Title IX Coordinator.

**Interim Title IX Coordinator, Brittany Swett, 203-582-7757**

There are many additional people on campus who are trained and ready to help. You can reach out to the following individuals for assistance, or if you have questions about Quinnipiac’s policies:

- Interim Vice President for Equity, Inclusion, and Leadership Development, David Fryson, 203-582-8964
- Vice President and Dean of Students, Monique Drucker, 203-582-8723
- Dean for Graduate Student Affairs, Gina Frank, 203-582-3542
- Associate Dean of Students, School of Law, Kathy Kuhar, 203-582-3220
- Associate Dean of Students, Netter School of Medicine, Steve Paik, 203-582-7751

For details on informal and formal complaints, please see the Title IX Policy Against Gender-Based Discrimination and Sexual Misconduct (http://catalog.qu.edu/university-policies/titleix-policy/#titleixtext).

**Campus Resources**

**Gender-Inclusive Bathrooms**

Gender-inclusive restrooms are available to people of all genders. These restrooms can benefit many different people, including parents and children, and people with disabilities who may require the accompaniment of an attendant of a different gender. At QU, our gender-inclusive restrooms are single-use lockable rooms with a toilet and sink, designed for use by one individual at a time, regardless of gender. Gender-inclusive restrooms are an inclusive space for students, faculty, staff and community members of all genders.

People at Quinnipiac are encouraged to use the restroom that corresponds to their gender identity.

The following is a list of gender-inclusive, single-stall restrooms on campus:

- MNH-148
- MNH-297
- SLE-309C
- LA-211
- ABLN-106
- AC-124B
- Rocky Top Student Center, York Hill Campus – 4th floor
- FOB, two stalls in basement
- Echlin, 2nd floor (on the Honors end of the hallway)
- South end of Mount Carmel Dining Hall
- CAS3, downstairs
- CCE, first floor
- Student Affairs Center lobby

**Confidential Resources**

On-campus resources are available that can provide confidentiality, sharing options and advice without any obligation to inform other university staff members unless requested. Such on-campus confidential resources include counseling services, student health services (SHS) and/or religious life and other designated resources.

**Student Health Services**

SHS has two clinic locations: one on the Mount Carmel Campus and one on the York Hill Campus. They are staffed by registered nurses, physician assistants, nurse practitioners, and a supervising physician. You can schedule an appointment by logging in with your QU login to the student health services website (https://www.qu.edu/student-life/health-and-wellness/student-health-services/). SHS can be reached by phone at 203-582-8742.

All SHS staff members receive education and training regarding gender identity and gender expression. The highest priority of the staff is meeting the emergent health needs of the student population and providing ongoing health education opportunities as an integral part of the college experience. If your health or medical needs require ongoing treatment, student health services staff can provide referrals to providers in the area that are aware and affirming of the needs of transgender and non-binary patients. Transportation to off-campus appointments is also available at no cost if scheduled when the health center is open. Call the health center at 203-582-8742 to schedule a ride to an off-campus appointment.

Appointments are also available with a registered dietitian, who can address nutritional concerns, and a wellness educator, who is trained in sexuality education and can provide resources. Call the health center at 203-582-8742 to make appointments with these staff members.

Additional information can be found on the Student Health Services website on MyQ (https://myq.quinnipiac.edu/Student%20Life/Student%20Health%20Services/Pages/default.aspx).

**Counseling Services**

The university counseling service also provides free confidential counseling for students who would like to talk to a mental health clinician. An appointment can be requested by completing the counseling intake form (https://forms.quinnipiac.edu/CounselingIntake/Form.html).

A confidential mental health clinician can be reached for crisis counseling over the phone at any time by dialing 203-582-8680, and following the menu.

**Office of Religious Life and the Peter C. Herald House for Jewish Life**

Students who prefer to seek confidential spiritual counseling can call the executive director of university religious life at 203-582-8257.

Students interested in speaking to the university rabbi may call 203-582-8206.

**Non-Confidential Resources**

**Department of Cultural and Global Engagement**

The Department of Cultural and Global Engagement, which can be reached at 203-582-8425, promotes inclusion and diversity through
engaged learning for students, faculty and staff at Quinnipiac University. The department offers mentorship and support for underrepresented students, including students who are part of the LGBTQ+ community.

**Title IX**

The Title IX coordinator responds to allegations of discrimination pursuant to university procedures in a manner that is prompt, thorough and equitable. The Title IX coordinator is a resource to students, faculty and staff and can answer questions about university policies, procedures and practices.

The Title IX coordinator can be reached by phone at 203-582-7757 or by email at b (sarah.hellyar@qu.edu)rittany.swett@qu.edu (http://catalog.qu.edu/handbooks/undergraduate/university-policies/title-ix
gender-based-discrimination-sexual-misconduct/brittany.swett@qu.edu)

**Public Safety**

Public Safety provides coverage on all three campuses 24 hours a day, seven days a week and can be reached at public.safety@quinnipiac.edu (public.safety@quinnipiac.edu) or 203-582-6200. Public Safety officers can respond to all emergencies and are available to serve as walking escorts 24 hours a day.

**Off-Campus Resources**

- New Haven Pride Center (http://www.newhavenpridecenter.org/)
- Anchor Health Initiative (https://anchorhealthct.org/) (Hamden health clinic with a mission to serve the LGBTQ+ community)
- Triangle Community Center (http://www.ctpridecenter.org/)
- OutCT (http://outct.org/) (New London)
- Connecticut TransAdvocacy Coalition (http://www.transadvocacy.org/)
- Planned Parenthood of Southern New England (https://www.plannedparenthood-southern-new-england/) has a New Haven location and provides a range of sexual health services for the LGBTQ+ community.

**Student Organizations**

**The Gender and Sexuality Alliance**

Gender and Sexuality Alliance (GSA) serves as a safe haven for all students who identify as members of the LGBTQ+ community, as well as allied supporters who want to get involved. In addition to providing a nurturing environment, GSA strives to educate students on issues facing the LGBTQ+ community currently and historically. Visit the GSA website (https://qu.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/gsa/) for more information.

**Athletics**

Quinnipiac seeks to ensure that no student, faculty or staff member is excluded from participation in or denied the benefits of any university program or activity on the basis of sex, gender, gender identity, or gender expression. The prohibition on discrimination applies to all university activities including athletics and recreational sports.

**NCAA Sports**

For more information about inclusion in NCAA sports, please visit the NCAA’s website for Inclusion of Transgender Student Athletes Handbook. You can also contact the director of compliance and student development, Sarah Fraser, at 203-582-8090.

**Intramural Sports**

A participant’s affirmed gender identity will be respected when there are gender-specific rules or player ratio requirements for co-rec divisions. Transgender individuals may play on the team that best matches their gender identity. Quinnipiac recognizes that, for many, coming to know one’s gender identity is not something that happens in an instant; it is a complex process that can occur over an extended period of time. Participants are encouraged to communicate their gender identity with the campus official who is responsible for approving the team entry on intramural leagues. The campus official who approves the team entry on IM Leagues should verify that the gender indicated on the form is based on the participant’s self-identification and expressed gender identity, rather than on the sex indicated in official school records.

**Club Sports**

In keeping with the university’s policy of non-discrimination and non-retaliation on the basis of gender identity and gender expression, the Quinnipiac Sport Club program supports and values an individual’s right to access and utilize recreation facilities, restrooms, locker rooms, programs and services in accordance with an individual’s gender identity and gender expression. Participation in club sports may have policies related to player eligibility that are stipulated by the national governing body of each sport. While the program does not have control over governing body policies, we support and advocate for the inclusion of all players, regardless of gender identity and gender expression.

**Residential Life**

Incoming students who have a gender or gender-identity related concern regarding university housing can speak with the associate director of residential life about housing options. The conversation will include a discussion about type of room, bathroom facilities and roommate matching options, after which a housing assignment will be made. A student may opt out of any accommodations offered prior to the start of the semester with no financial penalties. The associate director of residential life will be in touch, via email, with any students whose gender recorded on the new student housing questionnaire does not match the legal sex recorded in the university’s data collection system. Students who would like to initiate this conversation in an alternative way, have questions about this housing process or who would like to learn more about the housing options available for students who identify as non-conforming or transgender should contact the associate director of residential life at 203-582-8736. All residential life staff members receive education and training regarding diversity and inclusion, including gender identity and gender expression.

**Fraternity and Sorority Life**

Quinnipiac welcomes students to join a fraternity or sorority that best reflects their gender identity. For information, students can contact the director of campus life for fraternity and sorority life, Avery Moses, at 203-582-7309.

**Updating Records Pertaining to Names and Gender Markers**

**Notifying the Registrar’s Office of a Legal Name Change**

**Student Employee – Human Resources**

University students who also are employed and paid through university payroll must follow the same guidelines as all other employees for a name change.

A student employee must complete the change of name form request and submit official documentation. For the purposes of payroll, the name...
Reflected on a person’s Social Security card must match the paychecks issued.

**Current Student – Registrar**

Active students wishing to request a name change must do so through the Office of the Registrar. A current student would submit the name change request in writing (signature is required) along with a copy of one of the following:

1. A marriage license
2. New Social Security card
3. New driver’s license (or other form of government-issued ID)
4. New passport
5. Or other legal documentation confirming legal name change

**Prospective Student – Admission**

Prospective students requesting a name change should provide a written request to their specific Admissions Office (undergraduate, graduate, School of Law or School of Medicine).

The request should be made in writing (with signature) and one of the following should be submitted with the request:

1. A marriage license
2. New Social Security card
3. New driver’s license (or other form of government-issued ID)
4. New passport
5. Or other legal documentation confirming legal name change

**Preferred Name Policy for Students**

Quinnipiac University recognizes that some students prefer to identify themselves by a first name and/or middle name other than their legal name. Under Quinnipiac’s preferred name policy, any student may choose to identify a preferred first name in addition to the legal name. Quinnipiac’s policy covers preferred first names. Surnames can be changed only with a legal name change.

Preferred names can be updated by the student using their self-service portal.

The student’s preferred name will be used where possible in the course of university business and education. The legal name will be used only when it is required for business, legal and external reporting purposes. In some cases, in order to promote the use of the student’s preferred name, names are visible to other students, instructors, and campus officials. These administrative systems require authentication and authorization for user access. The inclusion of both names in these confidential systems promotes use of the student’s preferred name, while at the same time ensuring accurate and legitimate reporting and utilization of education records.

**Both preferred names and legal names will be used** in confidential administrative systems (non-public) used by staff, instructors, faculty and campus officials. These administrative systems require authentication and authorization for user access. The inclusion of both names in these confidential systems promotes use of the student’s preferred name, while at the same time ensuring accurate and legitimate reporting and utilization of education records.

**Legal names only will be used** when required for business, legal and external reporting purposes. Specific examples include, but are not limited to:

- Student conduct records
- Counseling and health records
- Immigration documentation
- Paychecks
- One Stop (formerly the Bursar’s office) documentation
- Financial aid documentation
- Federal requests for information
- Enrollment verifications
- Transcripts
- Academic certifications and degree verifications
- Diplomas
- Printed Commencement program (the preferred name may be read out loud at Commencement – see above)
- Admissions correspondence
- Athletics rosters
- Department of Public Safety systems and documentation

34 C.F.R. § 106.45(b)(10) requires Quinnipiac University to publish any materials used for training Title IX coordinators, investigators, decision-makers and persons who facilitate informal resolutions on the university’s website. In compliance with the law, the university has made available all training materials for public review.

- Title IX - Training for Title IX Team Members (https://www.qu.edu/globalassets/global/media/qu/documents/about/policies/title-ix/quinnipiac-title-ix_investigator-training-feb2023.pdf)
- Title IX Training for Appeal Officers (https://www.qu.edu/globalassets/global/media/qu/documents/about/policies/title-ix/quinnipiac-title-ix_training-for-appeal-officers.pdf)
• Policy Analysis for Allegations of Dating or Domestic Violence

• Policy Analysis for Allegations of Sexual Assault

• Policy Analysis for Allegations of Sexual Harassment

• Policy Analysis for Allegations of Stalking

• 2022-2023 Additional Training:

  *ATIXA Title IX Coordinator One: Foundations
    %3Ftkn%3D228d92f04068e9004f54f29594db96f7%26data%3D05%7C01%7CMEgan.Jones
    %40quinnipiac.edu)

  *ATIXA Title IX Coordinator Five: Bias & Cultural Competencies
    %3Ftkn%3D752135606f%26data%3D05%7C01%7CMEgan.Jones
    %40quinnipiac.edu)

  *ATIXA NPRiMer: Preparing for the 2023 Title IX Regulations
    %3Ftkn%3D228d92f04068e9004f54f29594db96f7%26data%3D05%7C01%7CMEgan.Jones
    %40quinnipiac.edu)